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Biological Psychiatry
Neurotransmitters: The theoretical-emotional signaling chemicals of the brain

DSM-5® and Psychotropic Med Use
Depression
Antidepressants: How they are thought to work
Cycles
SSRIs
SNRIs
Other common antidepressants—and why they are used
Side effects and risk factors
Herbal and depression

Treatment-resistant depression
Improving patient compliance with mental health medications
What you and your clients should know

Bipolar Spectrum
Medicating Bipolar disorder
Current “gold standard” treatment and side effects
Anticonvulsant and antipsychotic use in Bipolar disorder
Anticonvulsant side effects
Risks of medication non-compliance
New! Controversial concepts in treating Bipolar spectrum

Psychopharmacology

The Many Manifestations of Anxiety
Medicating anxiety
Benzodiazepines
Non-benzodiazepines
Medications used to treat insomnia
Using anxiolytics safely
Side effects of the anxiolytics

Schizophrenia
How antipsychotics medications are thought to work
Conventional antipsychotics
Second generation agents
Relapse and non-compliance

Controversy surrounding antidepressants in treating children and adolescents
Antidepressants and suicide in children: The real truth
Medicating anxiety in children
Disruptive mood dysregulation disorder—the new pediatric bipolar disorder?
ADHD Medications—What’s new, what’s old. Stimulants, Non-Stimulants, and some surprises!

The evolution of psychostimulants

Bipolar Spectrum
The Many Manifestations of Anxiety

Objectives

• Discuss the clinical uses of the five major psychotropic medication classes—the antidepressants, mood stabilizers, anxiety agents, antipsychotics and psychostimulants—how they work, and their common side effects.
• Describe the potential benefits and risks of using psychotropic medications for a wide array of conditions and patients.
• Address the wide array of mental health disorders for which medications are frequently prescribed.
• Examine what’s coming next as well as emerging and innovative trends in psychopharmacology.
• Implement effective methods for collaborating with clients, families and prescribers.
• Recognize the ethical and legal issues in discussing medications with clients.

Questions? Call customer service at 800-844-8260
Most Up-To-Date Psychotropic Medication Info - Guaranteed!

Demands on mental health professionals to expand their knowledge of psychotropic meds are like never before ... not only do you need to be on top of the latest developments and what is on the horizon, but you also have to take that information, and use it most effectively for your client.

Proven methods to improve clients' understanding of their mental illness, and how medication aids recovery

Identifying treatment concerns with inappropriate, inadequate doses of medication

Tools to help clients manage unpleasant side effects

Strategies to improve client adherence to medication

Depression, bipolar, anxiety, schizophrenia, ADHD — the latest trends in medication management
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